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The Heinz transport equation for qq plasma are generalized to 
include a term responsible for qq. tunneling from vacuum In ch.ro-
moelectric field. They are used to study the time dependence of 
the particle and energy densities and other characteristics of 
qq production in a color flux tube* The energy density larger 
than U GeV/fnr is found at the "formation time" 0.3 fm for a 
tube five times stronger than the elementary one* The oscilla¬ 
tions of the system survive the damping effects brought about 
by the process of production of qq pairs. 



1• Introduction 

Possibilities of produotlon of the quark-gluon plaema in high 
energy oollisiona of heavy ions were reeently discussed by many 
authors[1] . It was soon recognized that its materialisation re¬ 
quires largo densities and sizable volumes of produced ihadronio 
matter at the first stages of the production process* As its 
mechanism is not veil understood by the present theory» the prob¬ 
lem la faced with substantial uncertainties [2-91• Ibis situation 
stimulated investigations of some simple models of the first 
stages of particle produotlon with the hope of obtaining at least 
a hint on the behavior of hadronlo natter at these early times* 
One class of such models, which attracted aone attention recently* 
were the generalizations of Sehwinger's one-diuenslonal electro¬ 
dynamics [10-1 ił] a Those models assume that after a high-energy 
collision the two receeding oolored hadrons span in the space 
between them a quasi-uniform chromoeleotrio field £; [15»16J. 
Quarks, antiquaries and gluons are to be produced by tunneling 
from vacuum under the influenca of this ohroaoelectric field 
[17»18], Die value of £ determines the main characteristics 
of the produotion process* 

In the present paper we continue Investigations of the hypoth¬ 
esis that, in collisions of high-energy heavy Ions, chromoeleJ-
tric fields S- much stronger than those In elementary (e*g* 
e*e~ • • »• hadrons) oollislons nay be created [10,11,12]* Jn the 
previous work on this problem • stochastic description was at¬ 
tempted [10*12]» Here we employ the Heinz-Vlaaov transport equa¬ 
tions [3] which we have already used for later stages of plasma 
•volution [19,20], By introducing a souroe ten* responsible for 
ąą generation [13] w*» obtain • possibility of desorlbing of the 



very beginning of production process and of the collective mo¬ 

tions at these early times* 

The model ve are going to discuss was described in detail in 

Ref [12] t The two opposite color charges rocood from each othor 

with velocity of light and span a chromoelectric field between 

them. This field fills a colored flux tube of radius f taken to 

be the same as the radius of the elementary color tuba spanned 

between quark and antiquark (for example in e*e~ ——»• qq). There¬ 

fore, the predictions of the model can be given in terms of two 

parameters: the radius of the tube and the size of the color 

charges which span the field. Ve expect the tubo radius. r 5 to 

bo some universal parameter of the order of 1 fra (to be calcula¬ 

ted from QCD$ eventually}* Cn the other hand the color charges 

can be, to some extent* controlled in experiments t collisions of 

heavier nuclei are likely to create larger color charges (,10-ib] ,. 

We hope that our calculations shall turn out to bo a relevant 

contribution In constructing a viable model of particle produc¬ 

tion in high energy nuclear collisions* 

In Section 2 we construct transport equations in the presence 

of a source of qq pairs* These equations are solved analytically 

in Section 3* The Vlaaov equations for the self-consistent field 

and their solutions are described in Section k. Tho numerical 

results arc discussed in Section 5* Section 6 contains conclu¬ 

sions and an outlook. In Appendix A relations between several 

parameters relevant to production of qq pairs in a color tube 

are derived. Ine algorithm for solving the field equations is 

spelled out in Appendix B. finally. Appendix C contains formulae 

for the momentum and energy densities In terms of the quark 

distribution functions* 



2. Transport equations for the qq plasma in tho presence of a 

aource of qq pairs 

Jn this Section we show how to incorporato production of qq 

pairs into the Ho inz version [33 of the qq plasma• To this end 

lot us first write the Heinz equations in the matrix form 

Horo Or * P y and A or© 3 X3 matrices in color space denoting, 

respectively, the quark (antiquark) density, the color field 

strength and the color potential* A is the color coupling con¬ 

stant r, One upper sign refers to quarks and the lower ono to anti-

ouarl.a, Hie left-hand side of (2.1) represents the rate of change 

of the quark (antiquark) phaao space density per unit time caused 

by the action of the colored field given by the right-hand side 

of the equation. Idien production of quarks (antiquaries) takes 

place one must add to the right-hand side of (2*1) the rate of 

change of the phase space density due to this production. The 

formula for the production rate of qq pairs (integrated over 

longitudinal momenta) In tho field C- reads [11,12,17] (see 

Appendix A for details) 

= 0 , * /L * 0 . 

Her* 



vlth T being the (3 5) string tension sod 'm^ _ m̂ -t- p^ wn«r« 
is th« quark mass* 

For generalization of Bą.(2.1) we need the production rat* 1B 
the pli«s» apaoe »Jl«a«at 

vhtre U and V mro tta* boost Invariant Tarlabl«« Introduced la 
118] i 

V/ - p„t - t * , (2.5) 

(2.6) 

with _ fri^ £Ł (2.7) 

Thua vo haT« to guesa th» longitudinal noaontuai diatrlbutlon of 
th« produeod quarks and antiquaries* following th« raault of VKB 
foraula tor tunneling £17*18] wo asauao that* on tho plan* • • 0, 
thor ar* produced at reat [13]• It follows then - froa booat 
lnTarlance - that 

HIT 

The next problem1 we faoe la to generalise (2.8) to the three 
different colors. Ve obaerre that, since the qq pairs tunnel 
Independently from Taouua, It seen natural to assum that the 



queries and the antiquaries art of opposite colors. Consequently, 
the production rate oontrlbutae only to the diagonal teru of 
Są* (2.1) and we obtain 

r 
vhere R Is the diagonal Matrix whose elements A<- are given 

with A, - i-
In the abellan approximation the matrices Cr and i~hy can 

be taken diagonal and, asing boost Inrariance [20], (2*9) oan 
ba reduced to 

» ^ , 3, 

where £JV ar» tha diagonal elenents ot the density matrix and 
ne auaaatloa ot repeated Indices is laplled. The dot denotes 
partial differentiation with respect to tc and the prlaie with 
respect ta W • 

In tha next Seotloa we derive the general solution of Bo.* 
(2.11). 



3. Tfco gonoral solution of tho transport oquatlon 

By Introducing tho abbreviation 

(3.1) 

Eqe (2.11) o«n be written In tho fora 

vb»r* /?t- la gir«n by (2.10) with ' ^ i " 

It can b« ••ri.flod tnat th* canoral solution of (3*2) ts 

vhoro H- la an arbitrary ftmotlon (to bo fiacod by tho Initial 

conditions) and 

solution Is Talld at all points waoro h-Ji^) & 0 . 

As is soon froa Bq. (3^3) tho quark donslty la c^ron In tonu 

of tho function h(u,)t rolatod by (3*1) to iho flsld stran^th. m 

aooordaneo vlth VlaaoT's aolfoonalstonoy roqulroaoat n(u-) aust 

bo obtained tor solving tho flold oquatlons. At this stop It la 



tr*at*d aa • given function* 
Let ua inpleaent nov th« initial conditions. Assuming that the 

collision takes plaoe at U- • Ot ve have <S-̂  (0, w, wxŁ) » O. 
/i (c) la determined by the strength of the initial oolor field* 

Let us asauae that (̂t>)>O, h(o) m O. Ihen, Są, (3*3) giree for 
the quark* (ve omit the index *• ) 

= 0- HOX)- f % ^ i ) ^ ' . (3.5) 

Benoe H W,rn L)- r (W,*)J trl'vj and ve obtain 

Slallarlr* ve get tor the antiquaries 

lfae eolations (3*6) and (3.&*) are valid mm long m» k(u) > O, 
In thie region alao A M > 0 and ve obtain the aituatlons ahovn 
•ohwaatioallr in T±e* 1. <**• notice* the aymmetry between thae 
quark and the antlquark distribution* [i9lt 



To obtain th» eolution beyond tn» point u., whera "(".,} m 0t 

we hare to repeat the procedur* of Matching the volutions at th« 
pointa u., , u-i •• • u.t . • which ara d«tarainad by vmnlHblng ©f tb« 
field atr«o«th Ai'(û) s O (w« antlcltwta tfca feet that h(u-) is as 
oscillating function of «.. )• Thust for tba aactor (c,<u-< u 
v* hav« (for th« quark*, v alao aldp TM̂ ; d«pand«nce) 

wher* wa have asaunad that for u-1 < v- <itŁ AfaJ <. 0« Bar* /̂  '•) 
d«aotes th« function calculated froa (3*3) for ^"/u, wnlch la« 

r to) calculatad for «.<«, beeauaa 

tbe ralation b«tw««tt hlu) and h(n-) Xm dlffaraat In different 
••ctora. Va obtain now 

which, aubatltutad into (3*3) with ty-+ wt- h(u.)- h(u ,) 

Continuing thla pleoeaeal oonatructlon to the aaxt aeetor 



u. <n<u. Vs* obtai.ae for tha quark distribution function 

Q- (u., *'j = FCr>Cw-

•md »o on •> to th» following sector*. CU» can conrino« onvaalf 

that (3.7) i» ffontrally v«lidt h«nc* on* nvads to construct only 

th« quark distribution function*, flff. 1 show* the evolution of 

Id^b GLu.,v. »>£ ) with incr*a*in£ tc for tha first two aac-

tors* 

10 



4. The solution of the field aquation 

•Xhe field aquation* for tha diagonal oaaa and In absence of 

particle production were written down azplioitly In Raf* [20J. 

Bars wa bava to generalize thaa to Includ* the tunnel i?:.* term 

(2.8), Wa shall eonaidar the apecial caaa when only ona ohroiaa-

slactric field la praaentt In tha notation of fief. [20] wa take 

<JJ m O and a/ / O which Means that only tha part of tha quark— 

-field interaction proportional to tha generator s- % la actira. 

Ve aat 

Ve have now the quarlca of all three eolora preaantt since they 

all oouple to y/$ , however only two distribution* are different 

because Cr, - G^ . Using (4.1} and Eq. (2.16) of Ref. [20] tha 

field equation takes the fora 

u.'hu) -- ~XZ U 

where the laat term represents a chance of the field due to par* 

ticle production (an analogon of tha diaplacenant currant in 

ii 



electrodynamics). Its derivation is outlined In Appendix At 3n <V>«?. 

••oond part of £4. C*.2) ve have used the symmetry relation (3*7) 

explicitly* The strong coupling constant o( = — , since 

G- U/W/) *r* expressed In terns of A(u.̂  by the formulae of the 

previous Section, (h,z) represent* a second order integro-dif-

ferentlal equation for A (it). 

ttslng Eqe (2.10), (3*3) and (3.1») one can rewrite Kq. (̂ .2) in 

form 

The functions ^(u.,^j are explicitly given in Appendix B. Isey 

are expressed in teras of h^lu) for all u. k u- » Consequently, 

£q, (&*3) can be solved by iteration starting from k. » O. 

lne solutions of {k,j) are determined, essentially, by tvo 

paraawters t the value of the field strength at cc • 0, and the 

coupling constant 3 * The initial value of the field strength 

can be expressed in teras ot the string tension (o.f. (A*15})» 

Ve have 

E K<r 

vlth K. af for the elenentary 53 string. For Q~ we take th« 

standard value 1 GeV/fK • 5 Tm"2, Ve oonelder only 2 quark flavors 

(H_ » 2) and neglect the quark masses* 

In fig. 2 we plot the funotlon h(u.) (obtained fron (h.U)) -ver¬ 

sus T - \flJL, Tor a few values of K and oT . One sees 



claarly tha oaclllating oharaotar of tha aolution. Bane* v* can 

•ay that Introduction of qg production by tunneling doea not ra-

th» oadUatlona of pJlaaaa found In Rafa [19], 



5. Results 

One* tli* solution h(u.) la obtained from tki.(k,z), other 
quantities of physical Interest can be calculated. We have per-
formed several such calculations, lbs results are described below. 

la M.g.3 the ohroaoelectrle field strength £. « EL- is plot¬ 
ted versus T = VuT . One sees again the oscillating character 
of tho process. Ins frequenoy of oscillations Increases rapidly 
with the Initial field strength (i.e. with the parameter K). Ihe 
asiplltad* decreases with tins* Both features are qualitatively 
consistent vith the results obtained in Befs £18] and £191* 

Ihe siost laportunt obaraoterlstlos of the process la the 
energy density per unit volume( slnoe It determines the condi¬ 
tions for a phase transition, henoe the possibility at foraatlon 
of qq plasaa. dE/dV at s • 0 la plotted in M g . 4 versos time 
t • t • vZ • Okie m»»a that the energy tranaferred Into ąj^ pairs 
inoreses rapidly with increasing X» as expected:froa 150 MsV/ftr 
for eleaentary tube (K • 1) to store than U GeV/fm3 for K * 5. 
Ihe increase la thus auoh faster than the oneAwould get froai a 
siaąpl* addition of K elenentary tubest One seas also that the 
tin* at which the MUCIMUDS of the qq energy density is reached 
(which ws Identify with the formation tine of qq pairs) shorten* 
considerably with Increasing K| for I • 5 v« obtain a rather 
short fonwtlon tlse of about 0.3 fa. This confirms the specula¬ 
tions formulated in Refs £11*12} and M . lbs oscillating cha¬ 
racter of the prooaaa la also evident! the energy Is tranaferred 
froa qq pairs into the field and bade. War comparison ws show 
alao in the M.g«i* the total energy density, dSnrf^ wfaloh Is the 
sua of the energy densities of the qS. pairs and of the ehroao-

14 



electrio field, for email times d£nrjd.V i» varying slowly (it would 
be constant In absence of qq pairs) end than d«creases appa-oxlnsa-
tely as -?/t- due to the logitudixutl expansion. 

It la Important to realise that In our model evon at s • O 
both longitudinal and transverse momopta of quarks contribute to 
the qq energy density, This la to be contrasted with the standard 
approach [23 where the point as m O corresponds to y « O and thtsa 
only transverse momentum Is relevant* Consequently, If owe ap¬ 
proach is too correct one, i.e. If quarks and antiquaries are in¬ 
deed accelerated by the chromoelectrle field in the tube, the 
estimates of the energy density based on the extrapolation Trots 
measurements at y s O [6] *ro to be reconsidered. 

In Fig.5 the average longitudinal momentum or quarks of color 
3 at z s O la plotted versus time* It reaches the values of the 
order of 1 GeV, significantly greater than the average transvera* 
momentum shown in flg«6. Ibis stresses again th« importance of 
the longitudinal motion* 

As seen from Fig.6, the transverse momentuai of the produced 
quarks and antiquaries increases with increasing value of the 
chromoelectric field. This confirn the results of Refs [H-t**]. 
The value of <TPŁ^> is fairly low for elementary tube* suggesting 
that hadronization of quarks and antlquarks must play a signi¬ 
ficant role [lUJ and thus the observed value of the average tran¬ 
sverse momentum, contrary to the eafUe' expectations [11»t£]» 
gives only qualitative* indirect information on transverse «to-
Btent* of qq pairs at the formation tine* 

3a Tig.7 the density of quarks and antlquarka per unit of ra¬ 
pidity at z m O is plotted versus time* Gtie sees a very rapid 
increase of dN/dy with Increaaing K, much faster thu one would 



obtain by Addition of the contributions of K elementary tubes. 

All results shown in Figs 1-7 v«r« obtained for r * 0.7 fm. 

Me h»v« also investigated their sensitivity to the value of r i 

Si* found no qualitative changes In the behaviour of the system.. 

Decreasing r el ova down the whole process soatevhat, that ia too 

say, the frequency of oscillations goes down and the formation 

tim« lacraasss, The maximal energy density increases* while thas 

dwasifcy of particl«a per unit of rapidity i» fairly iaaansitivc9 

to variations of r . 

Finally, v* fc»>-« studied the effect of tha qu«rk-aatiqu«rk 

interactions Lt8], To this end ve repeated the calculations 

without th« qq interaction term* i»a» taking 

instead of (2,1o). V&Xa ramoves the fchreahold for particle nsro-

ductiont Use particl* densities are larger and* conaequ«ntly,f the 

qq oscillations ara mtztmgly damped by the displacement currant. 

Ttxlm is illuAtrated in Piga 8 and 9 vherv the energy maA pasrticle 

densities * respectivelyt ar« shown, Conparlcg Ties 8,9 with, 

Figa 4t7 one &««s that* as expected from the relative raagai^tudea 

of the qq interaction and the initial field strength given "toy X* 

the removal of the <tq Interaction influences little ***• *•«** «f 

the process for large Kf while for snail X It results in e*en~ 

slderable acceleration of the evolution of the system* 

Let us finish this Section with a brief coraaent on th« r«eent 

work of Kajeatie mud. Mataui £13] » % « ataln. difference botwe«n tho 

two appro«chea is that we included the Interaction of quarks and 

antiquaries -with thw field while they did not. The field 

16 



ced aelfconsistently leads to oscillations of tho systea which 

do not exist In Ref. [13J . On the oth«r band in R«f.[13] tb* re¬ 

laxation offaota ara introduoad througb a ralaxation tlraa para¬ 

meter, this waa not dona in our papar bacausa inclusion of tha 

ralaxation tare otaices laipoaaibla an explicit solution of tha 

Heine equations. Ihua tha raaulta of the tvo papers asoapa a 

d ireet comparison. 

17 



6. Oonolusione and outlook 

¥• hart Investigated production and aubaequent motion of qq 

pairs in an uniform ehronoalaetrio fiald spanned between tvo op— 

poaita eelor charges receeding from aach othar with velocity 

cloaa to that of light* Va hope that this picture can aerve as a 

first step towards oonatruotlng a realistic model of the flrat 

moments of partiole production in high energy collisions* 

Our main result la the generalisation of the boost-invariant 

BoltMann-Viasov equations by including a term responsible for 

qq tunneling from vacuum* In this way we obtain a fairly complete! 

description of the early stc-?s of partiole produotlon depending 

only on two parameters i the initial fieii •crength and the yaiJfmm 

of the color tube (or - equlralently - the value of the strong 

coupling constant)* Tnia ia a substantial loprovement over ear 

earlier calculations* where a number of free parameters (vni«b 

were difficult to control) had to be introduced. Consequently, 

the model gives rather well-defined predictions for many charac¬ 

teristic* of the produotlon proceas which can ba teated im future* 

experiment* with heavy ion beams, where appearance of strong 

chromoelectrlo fielda la expected[10-13] * 

Am described in Seotion 5, we have oaloulated aeveral ralevaarit 

quantities. Our main ooncluaions are as fallows* 

(l) The esclllatlng character of the process• flrat disco¬ 

vered in 111] ia not destroyed by the preeenoe or the qq pcro-

duetion term* the quarks and antiquaries are aooelerated ana 

subsequently de-aeeelerated in the ohromeeleotic field* flw 

frequency of the oaolllatlona iaoreaaea with Increasing vmlae of 

the initial ohromoeleotrlo field* 

18 



(li) The energy density or qq pairs inor«a«i rapidly after 

the collision, aa a consequence of both copious production and 

acceleration of quarks and antiquaries in tba field. It reaches 

maximum (equal to about 1/U of the initial energy density of the 

field) and falls subsequently BB a result of the longitudinal 

expansion. The tine t at whloh the waTimum of qq energy density 

is reached, which we identify with formation time* turns out to 

be well below O.5 fm for strong Initial fields* the value of the 

energy density at t • t varies strongly with increasing of the 

initial field and reaches values exceeding k GeV/fnr for strong 

fields, suggesting a possibility of plasma formation. The effeot 

is significantly stronger than simple Incoherent addition of ele¬ 

mentary processes. 

(ill) Die longitudinal motion of quarks and antiquaries gives 

important contribution to the energy density of the qq pairs» even 

at a a 0. This feature is -rery different from the standard pic¬ 

ture L23 where it is assumed that particles at z a O stay at 

rest (y • o) in the cm. system of the collision. The difference 

is caused by the action of the chromoelectrlc fieldt although 

the quarks and antiquarks are Indeed produced at rest in the oo-

-moving frame, they are subsequently accelerated by the field and 

the simple relation between z and y [23 is lost. Consequently, 

the observed energy density of particles at y • O does not neces¬ 

sarily reflect the actual energy density of qq pairs it t • O. 

Ibis may have consequences for phenomenologlcal estimates of the 

possibilities of formation of qq plasma [6]. 

We would like to finish with a few remarks on limitations of 

our present calculation and on possible future improvements* 

First we note that the following two important phenomena are mls-

19 



sing at the present staget (i) th« modal ignores tba possibility 

of production of gluons and (ii) it ignores tha collisions be¬ 

tween quarks and antiquaries and la thus unable to acoount for 

thernatisation. While inclusion of gluons seams to b« Just a tech¬ 

nical complication which «• hop* to overcome in the futuro, the 

effects of qq collisions represent a rather difficult problem 

which is, moreover, crucial for relevance of our present work. 

Indeed, we may expect our calculations to be valid only for times 

shorter than the time t__ needed for therraalisatlon of the system. 

Since there exist at present no reliable estimate of t_ , one can¬ 

not determine its relation to the formation time t , characteris¬ 

tic for the process we describe in the present paper, nils is a 

•v^ry interesting and important problem for the future. 

Another point wnich is not entirely clear is the physical re¬ 

ality of the oscillations between the qq pairs and the field. We 

feel that whereas it is hard to doubt that the initial chromo-

electrlc field can create and acaelerate quarks and antiquaries, 

it is not obvious that the transfer of energy from qq pairs back 

into the color field can be correctly described in terms of Inter¬ 

actions with a classical field. On the contrary, it seems likely 

that the deceleration of quarks may be dominated by the gluon 

bremastrahlung. This is also an interesting problem which can be 

undertaken, however, only after gluons mva introduced into the 

picture. 

Let us end up with an obvioua remark that it would be "very 

useful to estimate production of photons and lepton pairs from 

the oscillating plasma, using the solutions presented In the 

present paper. In view ot the small number of free parameters, 

such calculation should be more reliable than the existing eati-

20 



mates l11»12,2i] which, nevertheless* already indicated that pre-
equilibrluia plasma may give no^-negligible signals of photons and 
lepton pairs. 
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A. Production of qq pairs In a uniform chromoelectric 

field. 

In this Appendix ve fix the numerical coefficients in various 

relations between fields, coupling constants* densities, string 

tensions etc. Ve start with normalizations of the constant chromo-

electric fields from which takes place tunneling of qq pairs. 

The Interaction energy of quarks with the field is (see e.g. 

Ref. C22J) 

Let us take a uniform, constant ohromoelectric field 

A** - E** } A" = o . u.2) 

The Interaction energy becomes 

« a*«•>;«£«& 

Ve know that f"a field is coupled to all three colored quarks and 
r c "* 1-8 

that we can hare a diagonal forsa of (3- when & and c are dif¬ 

ferent from sero ( E couples to Just two colors) £20]. Ve set 

£ • O for the sake of simplicity but our calculations can be 

easily generalised to the ease F /lO, & / 0* 

Ve take 

22 



i 4 Bi « 
1 

A/3 o 
0 - ŹŻ 

lnu* 

(A.*) 

(A. 5) 

where Q^ - ̂  </̂  are the quark densities (hence the zeroth compo¬ 
nent* of the current) and 

U.*) 

Bq. (A.5) iBplla* that the energy balance In the tunneling process 
of a qq pair of color -̂  is the aame aa the one ueed In Hef. [Iij: 

= 0 (A.7) 

(for the definition of the elementary string tension <T* aee be¬ 
low) . Consequently, also the rat* of production of paira of color 
*ć 1* given by the formula of Kef. [12] 
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{•Uvors 

with i X ^ 
lfovf lat u» ralata tna field B to th« color ob«r£*a of 

queries «nd antiquaries at th« «nda of th* color tubo, V« start 
troa th« field equations 

wh«r« va assune that only tha quarks (antiquaries) of a givan co¬ 
lor (antlcolor) 3 ^ 5~ ) span tha fiald. ITom (A.9) V« gat th« 
Gausa thaoran for a color tuba 

t A * ^ K Q3i > 

vitb K *qual th« nuob«r of quarks (antlquarks) (of color 3) at 
tha and* and Ą baing tha area of tha transvarsa crosa sactlon 
af tha tuba* In terma of C, va gat tha ralation 

It ia alao ussful to calculate tha string tension. Iroa tha 
definition of tha string tension and Earn (JUtO) v* gat 
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Thus from (A.1i) we obtain 

Let us also not* that (A,11) and (A.12) imply a relation between 

the stron; coupling constant, the radius of tha tuba and the e-

lementary string tension <S~ ( K • 1) 

Finally we observe that from (A.13) and (A.11) we get 

Aa the laat point we outline briefly the derivation of the field 

equation (4.2). The energy and momentum conservation condition 

Implies 

where 

u..r> 
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Using transport aquations (2*9) ona can show that 

vhara 

f (A.19) 

Substituting (A.Its) and U.ty) Into (A.I6) ve obtain, after aomo 

klgabra, Eq. (4.2). 
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Appendix B. Algorithm for aolring the field equations (t»2) 

Using Eqs (2.«0, (2.10), (3.3) and (3*<0t ««i introducing a 

integration rariable LL. through tha aquation 

the integral* In (4.2) can b« vrlttan a« foliowa 

w her. /[^ - A[A'if<TjJ «nd / l ^ - ^(n)-hi(ki ) . Ifca Intagral 
oT«r tha tranararaa moaentvn « • axprasa aa 

/Li Ufa 

vhara( naglactlng quark aiaasaa, 

and 
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Finally, ve obtain 

and the field equations beoome 

Integrals on tn* r.h.s. of (B.6) can be parformad numerically 

step by step It' tb« solution f)(%±) ±m known for all LCC 4 U. . 
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Appendix c» Some iv«r«gt densities in terns of tne quarlc distri¬ 

bution functions* 

To calculate the quarlc density per unit voiume of apace ve 
start rroa the general rormula for the number or queries aneL anti-

quarks in tne pnase-apace voiums ćLvd-Ł 

(C.1) 

Observing tnat (notai ir-z =• ctur.. hence itdt - trdtr ) 

vbere -4 la the transvsrse dlatanoe, we have for the density of 
quarka and antiquaries 

Zv 

where ve have also employed Bq»(2.^) 
Similarlyr the average value of any power of the transverse 

•oaentuai can be expreaaed aa 
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Using Earn (2.10), (3.3) «nd (3*4) the interaction overdo, in 

(C.3) end (C«*») can be •xplloitaiy performed giving 

dv * ^t r 

wnere A *• «iv*n vlth Eq. (2.10), £ (x ) is tne iULemann 5 

function, Nt la the number of flavors* and we neglected the 

quark masses* Ine Integral over W is to be performed numeri¬ 

cally. More details about evaluating Integrals of this kind are 

given In Appendix B. 

tne quaric density per unit space volume (C.5) Is ar interesting 

quantity for description of plasma, out It la not directly obser¬ 

vable* It la therefore Interesting to find Its relation to tne 

density of quarks per unit of rapidity union Is easier to estima¬ 

te experimentally (through measurements of the partlole density 
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per unit of rapidity). To this end we Introduce a n«v set of boost 

invariant variables (see e.g. [t3] )• First we Introduce 

(c.7) 

We have then 

TT £• 4 > (C.8) 

and 

W* -TM±±*h(iJ-$) , V ̂  

Using CC7) - (C.9) Bci. (C.i) gives 

& 

(CIO) 

Now, boost Invarlance implies that Q- oust be a runctlon of the 

difference V~H, » •<» we find that 

Cdn " 
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Let us now proceed to the energy density. Using (c.l) we find 
for the energy contained in a phase—space volume 

(C.12) 

thus, lploying (C.12), we obtain the energy density per unit 
volume of space i 

Osing the aynmotry relation C3»7) we have 

From Eqs (2.10), (3.3) and (3.Ił) we obtain finally 
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with /?* /?>*= (whYfew-hFtćgzl and b(p) = p.%JfHi-fix 
This formula was uaed in numerical estimates of dEfd V given in 
Section b . 

To calculate the energy density per unit of rapidity we again 
employ (C.12). Taking Into account (C«7j - (C.9) v« have 

and 

Finally, let us give the formula for the longitudinal momentum 

density of quarka 
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with UThW Gr which at 2- - O, gives 

(C.19) 

Th« lntoeral Is taken it Indicated in Appendix B. 
Using (C.5) we obtain for the average value of the longitudi 

nal momentum of quarlca at Ł • O 

which vaa used for numerical estimates. 
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Figuro captions 

Pig. 1. Evolution of the quark distribution £f with increasing 
time, for K = 5 and the tube radius r a 0.7 fu>. Ihe anti-
quark distribution Q Is a mirror reflection of G with res¬ 
pect Co W m O. Cne sees the oscillations of « and an increase 
of its complexity with time. 

Fig. 2. Ihe potential n vs. T a {IZ for K a 1,2,5 and 
r E 0,7 fm. The frequency of oscillations increases with K 

Note that production of qq pairs is determined by the time deri¬ 
vative of n , see Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. the field strength C- * \ n vs. Z • vie for K * I, 
2,3 and r a 0.7 fm« Ihe frequency of oscillations Increases 
with the Initial field strength given by K , tn« amplitudes 
decrease with time. Ihe horizontal lines denote the value of the 
field below which there is no qq tunneling. 

Fig. U. The energy density of the qq pairs at ft » O (solid 
lines, ŚFy ) a n d the sum of ihe energy densities of the qq 
pairs and or the chromoelectric field (dashed lines, ..T-" ) for 
K a 1,2,5 and f • 0.7 An. £y Increases dramatically, while 
the formation time (given by the position of the first maximum of 
rrr ) decreases with increasing K , Ihe oscillations are 

clearly visible. One sees also the energy being transferred from 
the qq pairs Into the field and back. 

Fig* 5« Ihe average longitudinal momentum of quarks of color 3 
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at -ł m O vs. time. It reaches ru 1 GeV, which is considerably 
more than the mvmrmgm transverse momentum (see Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. The average transverse momentum of quarks and antiquaries. 
It increases with increasing K . 

Fig. 7. Density of quarks (antiquarks) at t m O per unit of 
rapidity vs. time. Ctie sees a rapid increase of d."(AM with K 

Fie. 8- *nxe same as in Fie* ** but with the qq interaction term 
set to zero (i.e. Eq.(5»t) ia employed). 

Fig. 9. the ammo as in Fi.g, 7 but with the qq interaction term 
set to zero (i.e. Eq.(5»i) is employed). 
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 9 
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